Tessian Security Data Sheet
Infrastructure Security
Tessian is built on Amazon Web Services with an industry leading security and privacy framework at the core of our technology.
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Platform Security
The Tessian Platform has extensive security settings to manage application and user access.
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More details on AWS Cloud Security can be found here: https://aws.amazon.com/security/

Authentication.

Company Security
Tessian adopts a number of best practice procedures to secure our company, people and technology.
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Security Certifications
Tessian holds numerous industry certifications as part of our ongoing commitment to the highest standards of information security.

ISO 270001 CERTIFICATION
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Customer Trust
Tessian is trusted by world-leading organizations in the financial, legal, healthcare and technology
sectors to secure the millions of emails they send and receive every single day.
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Tessian builds technology to empower people to work safely, without security getting in their
way. Tessian’s Human Layer Security platform automatically protects your employees on email where they spend 40% of their time - from risks like business email compromise, phishing, data
exfiltration and misdirected emails. We’ve raised $60m from legendary security investors like
Sequoia and Accel and located in San Francisco and London.

